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Joris Blankers [Q&A form]:

Dear Terry,

My question is a bit long and I don’t know if it is suitable for answering online but let me know
what you think. Ill try to be as brief as possible.

What
I am busy starting communities of practise for specialists to work together to advance their
practice ( personal and professional) . conscious lawyers, or doctors , judges)… in some ways
you could see it as an intown monastery/sangha, in some way as a rotary and in some way a
training / peer to peer coaching group. In short, a form of a we tribe organized around
professions for working within, against and around the system. Because the groups work locally
/regionally they meet/coach on and offline and they work/do projects online and in the
community offline . Based on what I read and know I run into dilemma’s

Considering.You talked about the three groups who dominate the discourse ( innovators etc). I
think in some way they hold the same worldview as the highest truth ( innovator/orange, green
/ecologists and evolutionary/yellow/teal ) and in some way people in these groups have
different worldviews (for example ( ecologists could aspire cognitively to an integral worldview
but have a dominant worldview way lower (red, blue, orange). Furthermore, You describe the
necessary adequacy for participation in a higher we space. / and what skills and capacities are
necessary (Capacity to see shadow; sense a subtle transpersonal space , Emotional intelligence,
compassion ) and you say moderns, postmoderns.. have a difficulty to do that ( were most of
the ecologists and innovators are). I also recall what Wilber once told that people in general
need 5 year to raise a level of maturity ( that sounds like you should aim for people of the same
worldview in a practicing group). Also in recollection that lower worldview literally cannot see
(understand) the values of higher worldviews ( Wilber)

The question. Considering that people need to practice and learn, and that this needs both
sameness a safe space (not to much worldview conflicts and a level of sameness (so you can
grow together). Reading about the walled garden and working with like-minded people and
values and guidelines to make actual practice possible instead of just talk); how to how to deal
with different levels of maturity in inviting people, keeping it together or in some case parting
people? Can you combine two worldviews in a group or stick to one group on the level of
thought ( ecologist ) or the level of maturisation ( green) ? Do I need different offerings of
different sangha’s for a different appeal to the 3 main groups? How do people grow in a COP
and keep the right level of diversity and sameness to make it effective

While knowing
I read some about using Identity, norms, values, purpose, ( I also have the book of bill kauth / I
read something about entry and how to end it) . intention, agreements for dealing with groups.

Hope to hear from you via mail or in the course online. All the best, have a happy day, Joris
Blankers



Anneke [course questions form]:

What struck such a resounding cord with me was a comment you made during our Session 11
class: that we should not, merely, be accessorizing ourselves with New Republic of the Heart
ideals and practices but, more necessarily, stepping completely Out of our 'old selves' and Into
our 'New Selves' who live, work, and breath NRH practices and ideals in every moment of our
new citizenry within the NRH mission. Wow! and Yes! Brilliant! So i was inspired to take an
honest look at my practices to see if i was merely "accessorizing" with them. And one thing i
found wasn't pretty but it held a key to a long held question about my stuck-ness. I realized my
recent attempts to live from a "don't know mind," while being successful superficially, were
running into direct conflict with a life-long need to be "certain" about everything in my life:
situations, relationships, what next steps to take in my day or in life in general. I've done
enough counseling, in the past 7 years, to understand from where this overwhelming need for
certainty comes. And i have come to understand how the need for certainty has made it
difficult for me to let go of "preconceived ideas." And, more recently, i have learned from you
that nothing, in and of itself, is certain because we only, ever, have a partial view of a much
larger and vastly more complex wholeness. Still, i hadn't taken this information to a deeper
level; therefore, not understanding how the practice of trying to live from a don't know mind
was in direct conflict with my need for certainty. It seems easy to see now, but it wasn't until
last week, and i am finding myself unsettled and lost. Just understanding that the conflict exists
isn't helping me find the right path to a logical resolution. I hope you can give me some advice
or some clues. Honestly, i don't really know what to ask or how to ask it but i think my
questions are something like this. Should i work to resolve my need for certainty first, by itself,
before continuing to try to live from a don't know space? Or might these two approaches
(modes?) (what would i call them?) have a common thread that i don't see? I guess i am
wondering, what do you see as my best, most effective way to address the conflict between
them? As always, in deep gratitude for you, your inspired teachings, and your deep concern for
us, your students. ae




